NAERIC DRAFT HORSE CLASSIC FUTURITY
2014 RESULTS

Final Placings

1. Lakebottom Knox $9,861.50
   Owner: Gordon and Shannon Ruzicka
   Breeder: Brad Delgaty

2. Trippcrest Fury’s Ajak $7,889.20
   Owner: Gordon and Shannon Ruzicka
   Breeder: Trippcrest Farm LLC

3. Bar RB Bounty $6,903.05
   Owner: Brenda Hunter
   Breeder: Robert Berry

4. SAH Chargex $5,423.83
   Owner: D. & S. Hobman and A. & E. Duhaime
   Breeder: Stacey Hobman

5. SAH Cindy $4,437.67
   Owner: Kent and Marnie Anderson and Sons
   Breeder: Stacey Hobman

6. Rocky Bar Razor $3,944.60
   Owner: Nick Denbrok
   Breeder: Nick Denbrok

   Owner: Shane and Robyn Brown
   Breeder: D. Lyle Brown

8. Maple West Inferno $2,958.45
   Owner: Rod Delaquis and Keith Conrad
   Breeder: John G. Walker

   Owner: Morton Seaman
   Breeder: D. Lyle Brown

10. Bridgemans Amy Lou $1,972.30
    Owner: Grant Gee
    Breeder: Kevin Bridgeman